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Abstract 

First we try to generalise the notion of a topological transitive 
or a topologically mixing system for quantum mechanical systems in 
a consistent *a>. Furthermore we compare these ergodic properties 
with the classical results. Finaly we deal with some aspects of nearly 
abelian systems and investigate some relations between these notions. 

§1 Introduction 
Boltzmann's visions on statistical mechanics have developed into two math
ematical disciplines, topological dynamics and measure theoretic ergodic 
theory. They contain related but not identical information. In Boltzmann's 
times these notions were not sharpened to the extreme that one could say 
which one he had in rnind. In any case neither of the two theories contains 
nature which is quantum mechanical. 

In this paper we will show that the algebraic formulation of quantum 
mechanics contains notions for ergodicity which reduce to the classical ones 
for an abelian algebra and therefore generalize these theories to more re
alistic cases. It also clearly separates the two theories. The generalized 
topological dynamics is concerned with the long time behaviour of an one-
parameter group of isomorphisms of a C*-algebra whereas quantum me
chanical ergodic theory studies the properties of extremal invariant states. 
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We will see that by going to the non abelian generalization the ergodic 
properties become partly better partly worse. What gets lost is that the 
extremal invariant states automatically have the desired ergodic proper
ties. However for these one does not need abelianness but only asymp
totic abeiianne8S which requires that observables at vastly different times 
commute. This never holds for finite quantum systems but once they are 
discarded one is much closer to the classical ideas. 

An ergodic (or mixing) state tells us that on its support the system 
approaches equilibrium in the time mean (or time limit). Thus if there is 
a faithful ergodic state the system approaches equilibrium as a whole. In 
fact we will be able to draw this conclusion already if the representation 
furnished by this state is faithful. 

Now comes a special quantum bonus, namely if the algebra is simple the 
later condition is by necessity satisfied since simple algebras have only faith
ful non trivial representations. Simple algebras are the opposite extreme 
to classical systems, their classical part, namely their center, is trivial. 

The situation becomes even better if also the algebra which contains 
all weak limit elements has no center. Then the time limits exist and 
the system does not only show ergodic but even mixing properties. This 
last condition is satisfied for extremal KMS-states which, ignoring some 
obnoxious examples, practically always exist. 

Thus we see that in the non abe'ian setting theie is a large class of 
systems, namely the simple asymptotic abelian algebras, which exhibit the 
features which Boltzmann envisaged. 

§2 General Definitions 
In the sequel algebras are assumed to be with an identity, normal shall 
mean continuity with monotone limits and all means are understood to be 
invariant means. 

Definition (1) 
A C*-dynamicaI sys tem (A, a) is a pair consisting of a C*-algebra A 
and an automorphism o (^ id) of A. The set of (a-)invariant elements of 
A is denoted by I := {a € A : a(a) = a}. 
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Remarks (2) 

1. To be precise we just defined something one should call a discrete 
C"-dynamical system, because the set of the automorphisms we look 
at form a group which is isomorphic to TL. Of course one can use 
other groups like JR. or even more exotic (topological) groups (cf. [I, 
PP 136]). 

2. In the case the C*-algebra is even a W-a lgebra such a system is 
called a W - d y n a m i c a l system and it is usually denoted by (M,a) 
to distinguish it from a common C*-dynamical system. 

To every C'-dynamical system there is an W*-dynamical system as
sociated as one can easily make a W-edgebra. M out of a C"-algebra 
A, for example, if A is represented in some B(H), simply by taking 
M := A" (cf. [1, p72] Bicommutant Theorem). If the representa
tion is based on an invariant state a is represented by an unitary 
transformation and thus can be extended to A". 

Note that on the other hand it is impossible to reconstruct a unique 
A out of some given M. 

3. If A is abelian it is isomorphic to C(M), the continuous functions 
over some compact space M (cf. [6, p 4]). In this case a corresponds 
to a homeomorphism a, of M: a(f)(m) = / ( a . ( m ) ) . 

For abelian W*-a!gebras there is an isomorphism between M and 
L°°(M,fi), the essentially bound ^-measurable functions on some lo-
calizable measure space M (cf. [6, p 45]). 

(In the abelian case the last remark corresponds to the fact that 
though there is no unique Borel-measure there is always an unique 
(Borel-)measvre-structure for some given toplogical space but that 
in general it is impossible to reverse such a construction.) 

4. The other extreme is A being a simple algebra, i.e. there are no 
non trivial (closed) two-sided ideals. This is for instance realised 
by algebras of creation ard annihilation operators in quantum field 
theory. Simple algebras have trivial center since a non trivial element 
of the center would generate a (non trivial) two-sided ideal. The 
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converse is not true, B(H), dim H = oo has trivial center but contains 
the non denumerable family of ideals Cp, 1 < p < oo (p-norm-closure 
of the finite rank operators) (cf. [5, pp4l]). 

5. The typical simple algebras we have in mind are AF algebras which 
are the norm closure of an ascending sequence of finite dimensional 
algebras Mt,d —» oo. In physics they correspond to systems with in
frared and ultraviolet cut-offs which are then being removed. For the 
needs of physicists they should provide a sufficient general framework. 

Definition (3) 
A state u» over a 6'*-dynamical system (A, a) is called invariant iff woo = 
u). The extremal points of the weak'-closed convex set Sa of a-invariant 
states are called ex t r ema l invariant . 

R e m a r k s (4) 

1. In the abelian (W*-)case a state u> corresponds to a Borel-measure u 
on M and Sa are the invariant measures of classical ergodic theory. 

2. «Sa is non empty since an invariant mean over TL of tu o a n ( . ) , n 6 TL 
is a positive linear functional which cannot vanish as u;(a n (I)) = 1. 

For instance the unique tracial state T over an AF-algebra (cf. [2, 
p233]) is always invariant since r o a is also tracial. 

T o a(ab) = r(a(a)a(b)) = r o a(ba). 

3. Any u € Sa leads to a GNS-representation n^ of A in B(HU), the 
bounded operators over some Hilbert space Hu with cyclic vector 
| n > £ Tiu. Then a is implemented by some unitary element U € 
B(HU): 

^(0(0 ) ) = U-lwu(a)U. 

U can be made unique by the condition t / | f l>= |ft> (cf. [1, pp42]). 

The invariant states may lead to unusual representations. For in
stance a time-mean of the Weyl operators with the free time evolu
tion 

ci(rp+icj) l ^ ei{rp+i(q+pt)) 
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in any state of the standard representation leads to a state 

„(Jto+ih - ° f o r 3^° 
[ '~ / (r) for 3 = 0. 

Thus the representation is not strongly continuous and acts on a non 
separable Hilbert space: With |r,a>= e' ( r p +'<)|ft> we have 

e>*1 'f(r - r ) for t = a. 

4. In a representation irw and with r/n a mean over TL one can define a 
mean rj of operators by taking the mean of matrix elements 

u}(br](a.)c) = Tjn(w(6an(a)c)). 

Therefore 77 is a conditional expectation from A" onto A" D U', if we 
abbreviate TTW{A)" by A" etc. 

If u) is faithful 77 even coincides with the canonical conditional expec
tation which has the property a> = ^\A"nw0V since A"f)U' is invariant 
under the modular automorphisms of u> as the latter commutes with 
a. This is the criterion for existence and uniqueness of the canonical 
conditional expectation [7]. In this rather typical situation 77 becomes 
therefore independent of the particular mean chosen for TJ„. 

According to von Neumann's ergodic theorem P0 := Vn{Un) is the pro
jector into the eigenspace of eigenvalue one of U and therefore is also 
independent of T)n. Then obviously rj(a)P0 = P0T](a) --•• P0aP0 Va € 
wu(A). 

For long times the system may behave classical in a way discussed ir. 
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Propos i t i on (5) 
Between the properties: 

(i) u)(c'[r)(a)tb]c) = 0 Va,b,c £ A VT7 mean over TL 

(ii) u([rj(a),b]) = 0 Va,6 £ A VTJ mean over Z 

(iii) Po.-4-fb is abelian 

(iv) T}{A) CZU:= A"f) A' VT7 mean over TL 

(v) AC\U'CZU 

(vi) / ' n ( / ' c 2 u 

(vii) ^4'n U' is abelian 

which are supposed to hold for sll ^ £ Sa we have the following impli
cations: 

(iv) *=> (i) = > (,',•) <=> (Hi) 
U U 4 

(v) (vi) = ? (im) 

Remarks (6) 

1. (i) is guaranteed if lim,,..,,,, i |[a n (a),6]| | = 0 Va, b £ A. However this 
condition may fail even if (i) holds. For instance, for Fermi-fields and 
translations the anticommutator rather then the commutator vanishes 
asymptotically. However, since 77 maps the odd elements into zero (i) 
holds nevertheless. 

2. (i) will not hold for all a £ A". For instance in an irreducible rep
resentation the generators of a non abelian group commuting with a 
will be in A" but form a non commutative subalgebra invariant under 
a. In general also A" DU' <£ Zu since the generator of a may be in 
A" 

3. (ii) (G-abelianness) is satisfied for finite systems iff U is non degen
erate. In this case the sharper version (i) (^-abelianness) fails and 
so (i) seems more appropriate to characterize infinite systems with 
thermodynamic behaviour. 
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4. Note that Z w is the center of A". It may be non trivial even if A is 
simple and therefore must have a trivial center. 

5. For further notions of "asymptotic abelianness", examples and impli
cations see [3J. 

Proof (7) 
(i) =>• (iv): By polarization (i) requires any matrix element of [77(a),b] 

to vanish. 
(iv) = > (i): This is obvious. 
(iv) ==*• (v): T) leaves the invariant elements unchanged. 
(i) =j> (Ü): Take c = 1. 
(Ü) <*=•> (iü): v{u>([an{a),b\)) = u>{[P0aP0,P0bPo}) thus (iii) = > (ii). 

But since (ii) is asserted to hold for any expectation value in the range of 
Po we also have (ii) =*• (iii). 

(ii) = > (vii): Consider the algebra 11 := ir^A) D U and 11' := A' D U' 
(cf. [8. pl34]). Since P0 € H" we see that P0H'P0 is homomorphic to 11', 
in fact even isomorphic since P 0 has in its range the cyclic vector which 
is separating for A'. Poiru(A)Po = PoT̂ Po »s in fact maximal abelian (in 
PoH), since if it were not |fl>= Po|ft> could not be cyclic. Thus P01ZP0 = 
(P 07£P 0)' D Pofc'Po and the abelianness of Po72P0 implies the same for 
A' 0 U'. 

(i) ==• (vi): Because of (vii) we know: ft'Po = PQK'P0 C P0KP0 = 
Po^Po = PovMA))Po C PoZu n U'P0 C ZUP0. Thus Va' € A' n U', 3z 6 
Zu D V such that a'|fi>= 2|fl>. Since ft is separating for A' we conclude 
that A' = Zu. 

(vi) = » (vii): This is obvious. • 

Definition (8) 
A C*-dynamical system (A,a) is called ti-abelian ifT(i) is satisfied, ie 

[77(a),&] = 0,Va,&e7ru(,4) 

in all extremal invariant states u>. If lim f,_ o t J an(a) exists as a weak (resp.. 
strong) limit for all a £ TTU(A) and 

lim[a"(a),6] = 0 
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holds the system is called weakly (resp. strongly) asymptotic abelian. 

Remark (9) 

1. The definition says: strongly asymptotic abelian =*• weakly asymp
totic abelian ==> r;-abelian ==> (i) to (vii) of the preceding proposi
tion. 

§3 Ergodic Properties 
Proposit ion (10) 
Between the properties: 

(i) i = a ,cec 

(ii) V0 < a,b G AtBn : aan(b)a > 0 

(iii) there is no a- and »-invariant closed linear proper subspace of the 
Banach space A 

(iv) the linear span of an(a) is dense in A for all a € A 

(v) there is no a- and »-invariant proper »-subalgebra of A 

(vi) the algebra generated by an(a) and a n(a*) is dense in A for all a £ A 

a C*-dynamical system might possess the following implications hold: 

( t ) < = ( « ) 

it it 
(v) « = (iii) 
z z 

(vi) < = (iv). 
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Proof (11) 
(ii) ==> (i): Suppose 30 < 6 £ J, b ^ cl . So b has at least two different 

spectral values c l p j. With 0 denoting the step function and c = |(ci + c 2) 
we construct 6 ± = (6 ± c l )0(6 ± cl) which are in I + > 0 and 6 +6_ = 0. 

(iii) = * (ii): Ta = {b '• aan(b)a = 0,Vn 6 2Z} is a linear invariant 
subspace. Thus if (ii) fails for some a and b, then there exists a non trivial 

(iii) =*• (iv): If for some a £ A the linear span of an(a) is not dense in 
A then (iii) fails. 

(iv) ==> (iii): If B is the subspace for which (iii) fails for any b 6 B, the 
span of an(b) C ß and thus (iv) fails too. 

(v) ==> (i): If J = c l there is a proper invariant subalgebra. 
(vi) =*• (v): The algebra generated by Qn(a) and a n(a*) is obviously 

a- and »-invariant. 
(v) = > (vi): The algebra generated by an(a) and e>.n(a') for a any 

element of a proper invariant subspace cannot be dense in A. 
(iii) = > (v) and (iv) = > (vi): These are obvious. Ü 

Remarks (12) 

1. (i) is too weak and does not imply (ii). Consider the one-rfimensional 
shift on the algebra of Co(HJ)UH. (ii) obviously fails but the invariant 
functions are proportional to I. 

2. (iv) requires too much. For instance free fields in one dimension with 
a the shift satisfy (ii) but the linear space generated by the creation 
and annihilation operators is far from being all of A. 

3. (i) is already strong enough to exclude finite quantum systems, in fact 
all inner automorphisms. If a(a) = U~laU ^ a then U 6 I , U ^ cH. 

Definition (13) 
A C-dynamical system (A, a) is called transitive (resp.transitive mix
ing) iff 

V0 < a, b € A 3n 6 % : aan(b)a > 0 

(resp. 
V0 < a,b 6 A 3N e Z : aan{b)a > 0 Vn > N). 
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The abelian case (14) 
To connect classical dynamical systems and their topological theory 

with these notions we have the following 

Proposit ion (15) 
For a seperable abelian C*~dynamical system being transitive is equivalent 
to each of the following conditions: 

(i) 3m 0 £ Af : Un €2Z a " ( m o ) ' 8 dense in M 

(ii) VJV C M with a»{N) — N and N closed ==> N = M or N is nowhere 
dense in Af. 

(Hi) VJV c M with a.(N) = N and N open => N = 0 or N is dense in 
M. 

(iv) VJVi, JV)CM open and non empty 3n € 2Z with ct?(JVi) D Nt ^ 0 

(v) V0<f,ge C(M) 3n G ZS with <7an(/) > 0. 

Proof (16) 
(i) = » (ii): Suppose there is an open non empty O C N. Then there 

exists a i with al(m0) € 0 C N and as N is invariant under a» it follows 
that also U n € S a " ( m o ) C N. Therefore either N has no interior or N = A/. 

(ii) «=> (iii): This is obvious. 
(iii) = > (iv): U n 6Z5 a"(-^i) i ß a n open o.-invariant subset so it must 

be dense in M by (ii). Therefore it has a ron empty intersection with any 
open subset Nj. Thus (iv) must hold for at least one n G 71. 

(iv) = > (i): Ae the the C*-algebra is seperable there exists a countable 
(topological) base {£/<} of M (cf. [9, pl7|). Then the set of all points in 
M with non dense orbit is U i6ffi f\ne7L a*{M \ Ui) a s f ° r "^ry such point 
there must be a Ui which its orbit does not reach. The complementary set 
of points with dense orbit is O^JL^neTZ °"(^0 / 0 which by (iv) is even 
dense since it has a non empty intersection with each open set in Af. 

(iv) ==> (v): There are non empty open sets Nf and Ng for which / 
resp. g are strict positive for all points in Nf resp. Ng. As 3n G % v/ith 
a~n(Nf) fl Ng ^ 0 clearly all values of an(f)g in this set are strict positive. 
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(v) = ^ (iv): For all non empty open sets Ŵ  and Ni there are some 
functions / i , / j G C{M) which are strict positive on them and vanish out
side. As an{f\)ft > 0 for some n there must exist a non empty open subset 
N C M with a n ( / i ) /» strict positive on N. As N C a"n(7V,) and N C N7 

it follows that 0 / JV C a(ATi) n 7V3. 
The equivalence of transitivity and (v) is obvious. O 

Remarks (17) 

1. A similar proposition holds for (topologically) mixing abelian systems 
as well. 

2. For transitivity it is not necessary for every orbit to be dense, isolated 
fixed points can be ignored. 

3. A simple example of a Hamiltonian system restricted to an energy 
shell where the absence of (continuous) non constant invariant func
tions is not sufficient for transitivity is given by the double v/ell po
tential: 

V{x) = E0- clX

7 + c2x*,c{ > 0. 

For H = EQ we have three orbits, one x = 0, one with x > 0 and one 
sc < 0. None is dense, so the system cannot be transitive. However 
a time-invariant (continuous) function must have constant values 71 
for x > 0 and 72 for x < 0. Continuity of the invariant function 
requires 7! = 72. Nevertheless this system restricted to x > 0 would 
be transitive though there would be still a fixed point at x ~ 0. 

Definition (18) 
An invariant state u> is called ergodic (resp. mixing) iff 

77(w(can(i)c)) = w(oc)w(4) 

for all a, 6, c € A (resp. 

lim u(aan(b)c) = u>(ac)u)(b) 

for all a,b,c £ A). 
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Remarks (19) 

1. Convex combination of ergodic states cannot be ergodic, thus the 
ergodic states are a subset of the extremal invariant states. 

2. In the abelian (or ^-abelian) situation the definition of ergcdicity 
reduces to the usual 

ri(u)(aan(b))) = u{a)u;{b) 

(similarly for mixing). 

In the non commuting case ve need three factors for a definition which 
excludes finite quantum systems. For them the extremal invariant 
states are expectation values with eigenvectors of the HamiHonian. 

If a(a) = e,Hae-iH,H\k > = ek\k > and u>(a) = < k\a\k > then 
77„(u»(aan(fc))) = riniZi <fc|o|i><j|6|fc> «'»(•'—>) = <lfe|a|fc><A:|&|Jb> 
iff (e*) is non degenerate. However there are always a,b,c such that 
r)(u>(aan[b)c)) jL u;(ac)u;(&). 

3. More generally the more stringent condition in the preceding defini
tion can never be met if a is an inner automorphisms. Taking b as 
its generator we see that it would have to be a multiple of I. 

4. Note that if all invariant states w G 5 a are mixing this implies asymp
totic abelianness since w(aan(b)cd) —* w(acd)u)(b) *- u>(acan(b)d). 

The abelian case (20) 
In this case our definition reduces to the classical one and we have 

Proposit ion (21) 
For an abelian W^-dynamical system its measure fi being ergodic is equiv
alent to each of the following conditions: 

(i) V/ /x-measurable 

1 ( / W ) ••= Mm I £ f(a[(m0)) = £ f(m)M(dm) =: / i( /) 

for jz-almost all m 0 6 M. 
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(ii) WV C M with n(N) > 0 =J> M ( U „ 6 Z <*:{N)} = 1. 

(üi) V7V C M /i-measurable and with a.(N) == N => n(N) = 1 or 
p(N) = 0. 

(iv) VAi.JVj C M with fi(Nx) > 0 < /*(#,) 3n e 2Z : M « ( ^ I ) n JV,) > 0. 

(v) V/,g ^-measurable Tj( / i ( /a n ^))) = fJ.(f)fi{g). 

Proof (22) 
As the proofs of (i) and (v) are rather complicated and technical, for ex

ample (i) heavily relies on some classical ergodic theorems (1' r the BirkhofT 
Ergodic Theorem etc), and for (ii),(iii) and (iv) are quite trivial (like it was 
with transitivity) we will omit them and refer to [9] (pp34 for (i), p27 for 
(ii),(iii) and (iv) and p45 for (v)) or [11]. O 

R e m a r k s (23) 

1. Again a similar proposition holds for -nixing abelian W'-dynamical 
systems. 

2. (i) is one of the main results of classical ergodic theory. It states that 
for classical ergodic systems t ime mean and phase mean of some 
observable ar^ equal almost everywhere. 

3. (ii) is som2how corresponding to the first criterion of trrnsitivity: 
The orbit of some (measurable) subset of the phase space will travel 
around almost everywhere. 

4. For a transitive W--dynamical system any normal invariant state u> 
is ergodic. The reason is pimply that 77(a) belongs to the algebra, 
is invariant and according to (9) a multiple of unity. Therefore in 
this case u;(T7(a)6) = u)(a)u(b) and the time invariant state is unique 
(unique ergodici ty [11]). 
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§4 Relations 
Proposit ion (24) 
If all extremal invariant states of a C*-dynamical system (.4, a) are ergodic 
(resp. mixing) then {A,a) is Tj-abelian (reap, weakly asymptotic abelian). 

Conversely if (.4, a) is ?;-abelian all extremal invariant states are er
godic. 

Proof (25) 
By definition Tj(u>(c*an(a)6c)) = ui(c'bc)u(a) = rj(u>{c'ban(a)c)) (resp. 

the same for linv-,,»). Thus ergodicity (reap, mixing) implies 77-abelianness 
(resp. weakly asymptotic abelianness). 

Conversely if u> is extremal invariant the invariant elements in the corn-
mutant must be proportional to I otherwise one could decomposer further. 
17-abelianness implies that 77(a) ie in A' ("1 U' and thus proportional to I. 
Therefore r/(a) = w(a)I and tj(u>(aan(b)c)) = w(at}(b)c) = u>(ac)u>(6). O 

tj-abelianness implies many ergodic properties for extremal invariant 
states (cf. [8, p!49] or [4, §2]). 

Proposit ion (26) 
If (A,a) is a 77-abelian (7"-dynamical system the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

(i) u> is extremal invariant 

(ii) us is ergodic 

(iii) 77(a) = c l .Vae A 

(iv) irw{A)' n U' = cl 

(v) dimPo = 1 

(vi) ut is the only normal invariant state on iru(A)". 

Furthermore the following sharpened versions are equivalent: 

(i) u) is mixing 
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(ü) m-i im n _ ± l l o u n = |n><n| 
(iii) to-lim n_± < x > an(a) = u;(a)I. 

Remark (27) 

1. In these cases t] (resp. l im n _ 0 0 ) maps A onto A" but still these lim
its can be only weak limits, in general u(ab) = l i m n _ a e an(ab) ^ 
limn^oo an(a) lim,,..,, an(b) = u(a)u>(b). 

Sufficient conditions for transitivity (28) 
All the conditions: 

(i) {A, a) is r;-abelian and there exists a faithful ergodic state 

(ii) (A,a) is strongly asymptotic abelian and A is simple 

(iii) (A,a) is rj-abelian and A is an AF algebra 

('• ) If there is an extremal invariant state which remains faithful when 
extended to A". 

imply that (A,a) is transitive. 

Proof (29) 
(i) In the Tj-abelian case ergodicity states Tj(w(aan(6))) = w(a)u>(6). So 

for u> faithful and any 0 < a, b G A the right hand side is always > 0. 
On the other hand if there is no n € % for which aanfb) > 0 then for 

aan(b) € A+ the mean must be zero as in this case u>(aan(&)) = 0 for all 

(ii) First consider T)(uj{a'an(b')c'an(d)can(b)a)) for d > 0,a,b,c G A 
and u extremal invariant. This is equal to i](u>(a'c'an(b')an(d)an(b)ca)) = 
u)(amc'ca)tjj(b'db) as [c,a n(6)] —• 0 and since (A,a) is a fortiori rj-abelian w 
is ergodic. 

Now assume c'an(d) = 0 Vn. Then u>(b'db) or u(a'c'ca) must be zero 
for all a, b. Thus iru(d) oi iru(c'c) has to be zero which on the other hand 
is impossible since a simple algebra has only faithful representations. 
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(iii) For a simple AF-algebra there is an unique trace state which ip 
feithful and invariant for all automorphisms. Furthermore it leads to a 
trivial center since any non trivial element of the center would generate 
another trace state. Thus it has to be extremal invariant because any 
decomposition in invariant states uses elements from A' D U' which are 
trivial uecause of (5). Thus it follows that T)(u>(c'an(d)c) = u(c'c)u(d) > 
0 VO < c,d € A and thus can(d) cannot be zero for all n. 

(iv) Extremal invariant => A'f\U' = cl . Faithful = > 3 "-ibomorphism 
A' «-» A": A"r\U' = cl = » ij(a) = u{a)l = > bt}(a)b = u{a)b7 f 0 => the 
system is transitive and u> is ergodic. • 

R e m a r k s (30) 

1. (i) is more or less j . classical result (cf. [9] or [11]). 

2. Whereas ergodicity may often imply transitivity the converse is not 
that easy. For classical systems in fact some criteria are known where 
such an implication would hold (cf. [11]). But as it was shown for 
example in [10] even under quite reasonable assumptions one can 
construct counterexamples. Note, however, that for these systems 
(A,a) but not the extension to A" is transitive. 

Sufficient condi t ions for t rans i t ive mixing (31) 
Both 

(i) (A,a) is T/-abelian and there exists a faithful mixing state 

(ii) (A,a) is weakly asymptotic abelian and A is AF 

(iii) there exists a faithful invariant state a» 6 Sa with Zu = cl 

imply that (A,a) is (transitive) mixing. 

P r o o f (32) 
(i) Replace rj by liinr,-,«, in the preceding proof. 
(ii) AF-algebras admit a trace state T which is faithful invariant and 

leads to a trivial center. The weak cluster points of an(a) must belong to 
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4 

the center and therefore musv be r (a ) I . Thus the time limits exist and 
lim,,^«, r(bab) = r(6 2)T(a) > 0 = > bun{a)b > 0 Vn > N. 

(iii) Same as (ii) as u> has all the properties of the trace state we needed 
in the proof of (ii). Ü 

§5 Discussion 
We have Been that quantum mechanics offers two gifts to ergodic theory 
and so we want some intuitive feeling for them. 

The first is that simplicity and asymptotic abelianness already imply 
transitivity. This is satisfied for the shift on a two dimensional quantum 
lattice system and one might wonder why this is transitive whereas we 
noted that the shift on the compactly supported functions on R 3 is not. 
To get this conceptually straight one has to remember that for the algebra 
A = ®. rjji{\,(Ti) a non dense set of elements is of the form ®i 6 /a(a; + ßi<r) 
with ai G C,/3, 6 C and 7 2 a finite subset of TL . On its complement it 
acts as unit operator and thus its classical analog is not a function sup-
ported on a compact subset of 1R. but on a cylindrical subset of {0,1} . 
Transitivity means that the automorphism mixes the system such that any 
two observables a and a' will eventually overlap. Two observables which 
do not overlap, i.e. aa' = 0 are a = <8>ie/^+ a n ^ a' — ®ie/' Pf w ' t n P* 
the projectors for spin up or down and / D / ' ^ 0. As we shift a eventually 
the shifted / will not meet / ' and an(a)a' ^ 0. Intuitively 6pe?.king the 
observables have infinite tails which have to meet once. 

The second gift is that for these systems the triviality of Z — A" D A' 
strengthens transitivity to mixing. This means that for observables net 
only the time mean but even the time limit exists. If the time limit exists 
then the average is of course the limit and transitivity becomes mixing. 
Now if the sequence c.n(a) does not converge it has at least weak cluster 
points which for an asymptotic abelian system must be in Z. If Z is 
trivial all cluster points are multiples of unity. But they cannot be different 
because any time invariant state u» gives a time invariant neighbourhood 
which separates multiples of unity. Suppose u;-limfc_00 a n *(a) = cH and 
u>-limj_ 0 0 an'(a) = c'H. This would mean that there exist some K, J such 
that |w(a n»(a) - c l ) | < e, V/c > K and |u;(a n ' (a) - c'I)| < t, V; > J. Since 
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u>(am(a)) = <*>(a) Vm this implies c = c'. As there is no other a cumulation 
point then cl and bounded sets in B('H) are weakly compact the time limit 
exists. In this sense for pure quantum systems, i.e. with trivial classical 
part, asymptotic abelianness already guarantee the best ergodic properties. 

A feature of infinite quantum systems which seems strange to the clas
sical intuition is the existence of faithful ergodic states. Classically they 
are always supported by one energy shell and never over all of phase space. 
AUo for finite quantum systems the extremal invariant states are expecta
tion values of the Hamiltonian and never faithful. However infinite quantum 
systems should be considered as open since the observable finite parts are 
in interaction with the outside. It is just that the system is not devided into 
an observed part and a reservoir but this dissection is arbitrary anyway. 
The state specifies the condition at infinity and represents the reservoir. In 
any case the openness is exhibited by the fact that t'-e time evolution is not 
an inner automorphism, the Hamiltonian being not element of the algebra 
but representation dependent. This opens the possibility that the system is 
completely mixed by the time evolution and transitivity and faithful ergodic 
states become possible. 
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